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Sufficient conditions are given for linear processes and ARMA processes to have the Gaswirth 
and Rubin mixing condition. The mixing rates are also determined. 
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1. Introduction 
LetX(t),t= . . . . -1,O, 1,. . . be a p-variate random process, M’!, and Mz denote 
respectively the a-fields generated by X(t), t< 0 and by X(t), t 2 n. Let X = 
( . . . , X(-l), X(O)), Y = (X(n), X( n + l), . . .) and Pxy, Px, Py be respectively the 
joint distribution of X, Y and the marginal distributions of X, Y 
Define a function A,(x) by the condition that for any measurable subset A of 
RPxRPx.. - 
I A,,(x) Px(dx) = sup h(x, y)[P,(dx)P,(dy) - Px,,(dx, dy) . (1.1) IhIs A 
Note that A, always exists since the right hand side of (1.1) defines a measure 
absolutely continuous with respect to Px(dx). If the conditional distribution of 
P$(dy 1 x) of Y given X exists, then A,(x) is just the total variation of P?(dy 1 x) - 
&(dy). 
Let [[AnIl, be the L” norm of A,. Then X(t) is said to satisfy the Gastwirth and 
Rubin mixing condition if ((A, (Is + 0 as n + 00 for some 0 < s < ~0. See Gastwirth and 
Rubin [S]. The purpose of this paper is to study the convergence of II A,, IIs to zero 
for linear processes and ARMA processes. 
When II4 II l += 0 as n +co, the process X(t) is often referred to as absolutely 
regular, weak Bernoulli or completely regular. There is vast literature on processes 
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of this type. See for example, Volkonskii and Rozanov [9], Yoshihara [12] and 
Berbee [2]. 
Let ~(n)=SuPA~M!!&M: \P(AnB)-P(A)P(B)I. If a(n)+0 as n+co, then 
X(t) is said to satisfy the strong mixing condition. Chanda [4], Gorodetskii [6] and 
Withers [ 1 l] have obtained various conditions for linear processes to be strong 
mixing. 
It can be shown that (Y ,, s 41[A,II 1 and hence the condition that ((A, II, + 0 is stronger 
than strong mixing. Some resuits for absoiuteiy reguiar processes do not hoid just 
under strong mixing. See, for example, Berbee [2, p. 1041 or Bradley [3]. Volkonskii 
and Rozanov [9, p. 1871 have pointed out that the condition of absolute regularity 
is also more suitable for research. It is thus of interest to determine whether a 
process is absolutely regular. 
The processes considered here are multivariate while those in Chanda, Gorodetskii 
and Withers are univariate. 
The results are presented in Sections 2 and 3. Section 2 studies the convergence 
of ]I A,, 11, to zero for linear processes and Section 3 studies the convergence of ]I A, IIs 
for ARMA processes. Section 3 is a revised version of an earlier seminar note by 
P’nam and Tran [S]. 
Throughout the paper, K will denote a constant whose values are unimportant 
and may vary from line to line. 
2. Mixing conditions for linear processes 
Assume that there exists a sequence of independent random vectors e(t), and 
matrices A(j) such that 
n(f)= f A(jje(t-j), *I_’ -7, .\ A(U)=i, 
j=O 
where I is the identity matrix. We further assume that the e(t) admit a density, say 
g,. The following lemmas will be useful later. 
Lemma 2.1. Let r(n) = C,:, A(j)e(n -3 and t(n) = X(n)- r(n). Then 
(5(n), . . . , t( n + m))’ admits a density, say, fn,,, and 
&n(u) = I Ifn,m(z- u) -fn,m(z)l dz. 
Proof. Since t(t) = Cl:: A(j)e( t -j) and A(0) = I, the random vector 
(5(l),..., 5( n + m)) admits a density, and therefore (t( n + 1 ), . . . , r( n + m)) also 
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admits a density. Let Y,,, = (X(n), . . . , X( n + m)‘). Then Y,,, = S,,, + R,, where 
S,,, is independent of X. Hence the conditional distribution of Y,,, given X and 
the marginal distribution of Y, admit respectively the densities E[f,,,,(y - R,,) ( X] 
and EK,,(Y - R,,)l. IIXH 
The first 
MX)~SUP IE[f,.,(y-R,,)-f,,,(~)IXldy 
ma0 I 
+SUP J%,,(Y -&kL,m(~)l& 
P?l*0 I 
term in the right hand side of (2.1) is bounded by 
(2.1) 
SUP E{lf,,m(~ - Rn,,) -_L,AY)IIW dy = sup ~Wn,m(Rn,m)IXl; 
ma0 I t?l=0 
and the last term is bounded by 
SUP E[~~,m(Rn,rn)I. 
IPI*0 
Lemma 2.2. Suppose that 
(9 I)g,(u-u)-g,(u)ldu<K)lullforallf; 
(3 ,I,:, II A(All <co and C,?==, A(j)& # 0 for all z with IzI 6 1. Then 
it! &,JR,,)~K j~o~~~+n)l14-_i~ll wherea(j)=kEj IlAkIL a 
Proof. Let B(j) be the Taylor coefficients of [I A( j)z’]-‘. Then e(t) = cf:b B( j).$( t) 
where the e(t) are as defined in Lemma 2.1. Therefore 
_&,?n(Y”, . . * , Y.+nJ = I...~~“[~,B(1_j)h]dY,...dY.-,. 
Setting u, = 0 for t < n. Then 
Using the fact that 
v(ai+ai)-v ai=; jlli uj ai II ("j+uj)9 
( > j>i 
and that g, is a density function, we get 
n+I?l 
&,m(%, . * *, %+m )c c K 
I=" II 
i B(t-j)uj . 
j=n (I 
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&l,m(Rn,m)~ K j” IlB(i)ll . f II~(AII ;=n 
s K[ izo Isol] jgo ~(j+n)lle(-All. 
Note that CT=“=, IIB(i)ll <co by Wiener’s theorem. See Wiener [lo, p. 911. 
Theorem 2.1. Assume that the conditions of Lemma 2.2 hold and E /e( t)ll” < K for 
some 6 > 0 and for all t. If CT==, a(j)“‘+’ < M where the a(j) are as in Lemma 2.2. 
Then ))A, 11, =S K CT!, a(j)“(‘+‘) and X, is absolutely regular. 
Proof. Let {cj} be a sequence of positive numbers. Since A,, s 2 a.s., we have by 
Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 
((&I]rsK F a(j)cj+2 E P{]Ie(j)]l>cj). 
j=n j=n 
By Schwartz inequality, P{ I( e( j) ]I > cj} c K/ cy. The theorem then follows by putting 
c, = a( j)-‘/(‘+‘)_ 
Remark 2.1. Note that [xi llA( i)ll]” <xi llA( i)ll’. See Lobve [7, p. 1551 if 6 s 1. Then 
jfr Ly(j)*‘(‘+‘)C i { ,f. ll~(i)ll”}““‘, j=r a=, 
which equals the strong mixing rate for linear processes obtained by Gorodetskii [6]. 
3. Mixing conditions for ARMA processes 
Assume now that X(t) is an autoregressive moving average (ARMA) process 
with values in R”. Then it admits a Markovian representation 
X(t) = Hz(t), Z(t)= FZ(t- l)+Ge(t) (3.1) 
where Z(t) are random vectors, H, F, G are appropriate matrices and e(t) are i.i.d. 
random vectors. (See for example Akaike [ 11). Assume that the e(t) have a density 
g. Here A(j) = HF’B and hence r(n) and t(n) of Lemma 2.1 equals HF”Z(0); and 
~~=, F”-‘Be(j) = He(n), say. Now for u = (un+‘, . . . , u,+~), 
L,,(u) = ~9 E[h(Ln - u) - h(5nm)l s 
where tn.,,, =(5(n), . . . , [(n + m)). Take uj = HF’z, then 
t(j)-u,= HFj-“[t(n)-F”z]+ f: HF’-“e(i) forjan. 
i=n 
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Thus 
h(&,m - u) = h[,$(n) - F”z, e(n + l), . . . , e(n + m)], 
h(5n,m)=h[5(n)-F”(z),e(n+1),...,e(n+m)] forsomefunctionh. 
Hence 
- h[t(n), e(n + l), . . . , e(n + m)]}. 
Since the e(t), t > n are independent of t(n), if t(n) admits a density &, then 
~,,(u)~~~~~(z-F”u)-~,(z)J~~. Thus Lemma 2.1 becomes 
Lemma 3.1. Let X(t) be the ARMA process as in (3.1). Suppose that t(n)= 
CT=, F”-‘Be( j) admits a density 4,. Then 
A,~E{S,[F”Z(O)]]X}+EG,[F”Z(O)], 
where 6,(~)=S(cb~(~-z)-~~(~)(du and Xis US in (2.1). 
Lemma 3.2. Let g be an integrable and f be a bounded function on Rd. Assume that 
for some y > 0, 
I Ilxll’lg(x)l dx<a and f(x)=O(llxlly), x+0. 
Then, as the d x d matrix u tends to the zero matrix, 
I f(uxk(x) dx=O(lIuIIY) 
where J)u]I =SUPII~II~I lluxll. 
The proof of Lemma 3.2 is simple and is omitted. 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that the eigenvalues of F are of modulus strictly less than 1, 
then (lA,I],+O as n+co for all s. If moreover jIJxllSg(x)dx<co and jig(x)- 
g(x - @I dx = W’l’) f or some 6 > 0 and y > 0, then ((A, II s + 0 at an exponential rate 
for all O<s<a. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that the matrix [G, FG, . . . , F”-‘G] is of 
full rank for n large enough, otherwise one can always find an equivalent (minimal) 
representation 
X(t)=&?(t), Z(t)=FZ(t-l)+C?e(t) 
for which the above rank condition is fulfilled. Thus we can add some rows to the 
matrix [G, FG, . . . , F”-’ G] to get an invertible matrix, say U. Hence the random 
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vector 8((n) = U[e(n), . . . , e(l)] admits a density and so does Z(n). By Lemma 2.1 
and the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem, 11 A, (Is + 0. 
Let &, 4” be the densities of i(n) and t(n). Let h denote the point in (EP)” 
obtained from h E Rd (d = dimension of t(n)) by adding zeroes. Then 
14n(n-h)-+n(u)Idu= I&(u-&h4Idu 
I 
= e Id t UI j- / jfi, g(Xj - 0,) mjo, g(xj) dx, . . . k 
where 0 = U-‘6 Using the assumption of the theorem and following the same line 
of argument as in the proof of Lemma 2.2, we get 6,(h) = 0( II h II’). The above 
relation holds for a fixed n. However it is easy to show that 6,(h) decreases with 
n and hence this relation holds uniformly in n. 
Let p be the maximum modulus of the eigenvalues of F, then )I F” (I < Kp”. By 
Lemma 3.2, 
{E[S,(F”Z(O))]“)“” = O(p”“) 
where n = min( ‘y, sy)/s. For s 2 1, using Jensen inequality and Lemma 3.1, 
A”,~2”-‘E{G,[F”Z(O)]“~X}+2”-‘{E[6,(F”Z(O))]}”. 
Hence )lA,,II”+O t a an exponential rate. Since IIA, I( r s (IA, IIs for r G s, the result 
holds for all s. 
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